
 
 

What’s Your Name? 
 

Directions:  It’s important for children to know 
their full name, birthday, address, and phone 
number.  Teach them that when someone asks, 
“What is your name?” they should respond with, 
“My name is child’s full name.”  
 
Phone numbers can be learned by singing them 
to “Twinkle Little Star.” 
  297-4308, 297-4308, 297-4308, 297-4308 
  Now I know my phone number.  297-4308 
 
Ten digit phone numbers can be learned to 
“Michael Row Your Boat.” 
  414-387-9015, 414-387-9015 
 
Addresses can be sung to “Do You Know the 
Muffin Man?” 
  874 Pine Oak Circle, 874 Pine Oak Circle, 
  874 Pine Oak Circle, Cincinnati, Ohio 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Learn zip codes by singing them to the tune of 
“BINGO.” 
  There is a zip code where I live and I will 
sing it to you. 
  54892, 54892, 54892 is the zip code where 
I live. 
 
Birthdays can be sung to “Happy Birthday to 
You.” 
  September 24th, September 24th, 
  That is my birthday, September 24th. 
 
Learn the teacher’s name and school with “The 
Wheels on the Bus.” 
  The name of my teacher is ____, ____,  
               ____, 
  The name of my teacher is ____.   
  That’s the name of my teacher. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Magic Words 
 

Directions: Teach your students this song to the 
tune of “Twinkle Little Star.”  Encourage them to 
be polite and reinforce using kind words. 
 
  Two little magic words 
  Will open doors with ease. 
  One little word is, “Thanks!” 
  The other little word is, “Please!” 
  Two little magic words 
  “Thank you” and “please.” 
   
Role play when to say, “please,” “thank you,” 
“you’re welcome,” and “excuse me.” 
 
Use puppets do demonstrate common 
courtesies. 
 
Role play how to answer the telephone and take 
a message. 
 
Teach children sign language and use as 
prompts: 
 
  Please   palm open on chest and circle  
                                 around 



  Thank you   fingers on chin and then  
                                      down to palm 
  Sorry  make fist and rub on chest in  
                             circular motion 
 
Sing and sign this song to thank school helpers 
and volunteers.  It goes to the tune of “Happy 
Birthday.” 
 
  We   (Make “w” and circle around.) 
  Say (Index fingers by lips and move out.) 
  Thank you  (Fingertips on chin and  
               extend out.) 
  To.  (Touch index fingertips.) 
  You. (Point.) 
  (Repeat twice) 
  We say thank you   
  For helping  (Open left palm and place  
               right fist on it and bring up.) 
  We say thank you to you! 
   
Adapt the words for sharing, cleaning, or other 
behaviors.  Go to aslpro.com for video clips of 
words. 
 


